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*•• Possible influence of surface tension on gas exchange

The influence of surface tension on gas exchange can only

be an indirect one. It is well known that capillary waves

enhance gas exchange considerably (Kanwisher 1963, JShne,

Mtinnich and Siegenthaler 1979). Surface tension being the

restoring force for capillary waves should therefore clearly

influence gas exchange. Reduced surface tension changes the

dispersion relation and influences wave amplitude as well as

non-linear wave-wave interaction.

The use of liquids with surface tensions lower than that

of water thus may be important for a better understanding of

the enhancement of gas exchange by capillary waves.

One should clearly distinguish the effect of surface tension

of a homogeneous liquid on gas exchange from those of surface

films damping waves.

2« Gas exchange experiments with alcohol/water mixtures

In comparison to other liquids water has a high surface

tension (72.8 dyn/cm at 20°C). Adding even small portions of

alcohol to water will decrease surface tension of the mixture

considerably (see fig. 1). in our experiments we used a mixture
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of 8% by weight of ethyl alcohol in water, resulting in a 30%

lower surface tension and a slightly increased viscosity.

The experiments were carried out by U. Siegenthaler (Uni

versity of Bern) working for 3 months in the Heidelberg wind-

tunnel lab. Set up and measuring techniques are described in

a recent publication (Jaime, Miinnich and Siegenthaler 1979).

3. Results

3.1 Wave pattern

The annular water channel (10 cm depth, 10 cm width, 40 cm

inner diameter) has the advantage to show a homogeneous wave

pattern.

When using water for gas exchange experiments nearly no waves

exist up to a wind speed of 8 m/sec, but then a sudden rise of

rough waves occurs (Tschiersch and JShne, 1979). The temperature

independence of the critical wind speed for this sudden wave

generation indicates that this cannot be explained by surface

films, tearing at this wind speed. This effect seems rather

to be a special property of circular systems with unlimited fetch

(Francis (1949) observed similar wave characteristics in cir

cular wind tunnels of different sizes) which might be inter

preted as a Helmholtz-Kelwin instability (JShne, Miinnich and

Siegenthaler, 1979).

When using an alcohol/water mixture, waves already commence

at~-2.5 m/sec; and no further discontinuity in wave pattern is

observed. The same effect occurs when the annular water channel

is divided by a dam to simulate the limited fetch of linear wind-

water tunnels. With our new optical wave measuring system we

hope to quantify wave characteristics (first results: Tschiersch

and Jahne, 1979).
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3.2 Gas exchange

A comparison of gas exchange results obtained with water

and a water/alcohol mixture is shown in fig. 2. With water in

the undivided annular channel very low gas exchange rates are

obtained, agreeing with theories for a smooth water surface

(JShne and Mttnnich, 1979, this issue).

With the sudden onset of waves gas exchange is enhanced

considerably. Gas exchange rates for an alcohol/water mixture

and water in the "divided" channel with similar wave characteris

tics show similar values at higher wind speeds. At lower speeds,

however, higher rates (temperature dependent) are obtained with

the alcohol/water mixture which may be caused by unstable

stratification due to high evaporation cooling.

4. Discussion

Obviously the large difference of wave pattern and therefore

gas exchange between water and a water/alcohol mixture in the

undivided annular channel seems to be a special property of the

circular system with unlimited fetch and influenced by centri

fugal forces. But they indicate that the change of surface tension

in linear wind-water tunnels and in nature will influence wave

pattern as well as gas exchange.
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Fig. 1 : Surface tensions of alcohol/water mixtures.
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Fig. 2 : Gas exchange rates as a function of windspeed (at

10 cm height) in the small circular wind-water tunnel

under different conditions as indicated in the figure.




